DAVID OWE

David Owe

I can because I believe that I can
The 28 year old actor David Owe has quickly acquired
an image as a person for whom everything succeeds.
Much to the fascination of most – and the irritation
of the envious – he is dancing, riding and juggling his
way with the speed of lightning into “stage stardom”.
Among other things he will be back in the TV-series
“Ørnen” this autumn, where he is acting as Michael
the IT genius.
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and is today one of Denmark’s most soughtafter and popular actors.

Oh, if only he was a little less accomplished,
had ugly teeth, huge ears or at least was an
involuntarily bachelor! But no! Not a chance
with David Owe. According to him the secret
is that because he believes he can do everything he actually can accomplish most things.
After ﬁnishing his education as an actor just
three years ago and even before that kick starting his career with the TV-series “The Eagle”,
he constantly had good luck. Apart from some
unfortunate articles and statements to the
media, he has managed the shards pretty well

“I was called yesterday and asked if I wanted
to act in a movie. I just had to read the manuscript and then get back to them. Casting was
not a question. Sitting on a turquoise cotton
rug which forms the tablecloth for our picnic in
“Dyrehaven” just north of Copenhagen, David
Owe admits that; “this is the deﬁnite advantage to me being as famous as I am now”.
“Dyrehaven” is the practical choice because
then David Owe can get back to work quickly
after the interview. He is presently playing
Balder the God in the outdoor performance
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“Thor”. The Royal Theatre is playing it at “Dyrehaven” in the place called “Ulvedalene”.
The photographer, David Owe and I toast each
other and peer up at the dark grey clouds and
the sun peeks through instantly. Does the sun
always shine where David Owe is around?
What is your explanation for your success?
“I have always had a feeling that I was good. I
have been given the job most of times that I
have applied for work, even when I applied in a
paint shop. I don’t hide my light under a bushel
and I rarely speculate about what other people think about me. Fortunately, I don’t battle
with doubts as to my abilities, as many of my
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